
 

Highlights
12U with adjustable front and rear vertical rackmount rails

33" depth accommodates most 1U servers and simplifies cable management

Heavy duty construction supports the added leverage

Hinged cabinet swings away from wall bracket for easy equipment access

(swing direction is reversible)

Locking, reversible front door and locking, removable side panels

Fully assembled for quick installation

PCI-Compliant: meets stringent physical security requirements

Description
This alternative 12U Extended-Depth Wall-Mount Rack Enclosure Cabinet is designed to integrate wall-mounting, easy equipment access, and
cable management in IT network applications with limited floor space. Extended depth to 33" accommodates most 1U servers and provides extra
clearance for cable management. It has a heavy-duty steel construction to handle the added leverage. Ventilated front door and side panels allow
generous airflow to keep equipment operating safely. Adjustable rack rails with square mounting holes accommodate up to 12U of standard 19"
rackmount equipment. A sturdy hinge between the cabinet and the wall-mount bracket allows the cabinet to swing away from the wall for easy
access to equipment and cabling. Top and bottom panels include convenient cutouts for cable routing. 

Package Includes

12U Wallmount Rack Enclosure
(36) M6 screws
(36) M6 cage nuts
(36) M6 washers
(2) Keys
Owner's Manual

Features
12U wall-mounted enclosure
Adjustable depths to 33" - accommodates most 1U servers
Ventilated front door and side panels for increased airflow
Hinged cabinet swings away from wall bracket for easy equipment and cable access
Heavy duty construction to handle added leverage
Locking, reversible front door
Locking, removable side panels
Top and bottom panel cable access openings

WB4014         12U Wall-Mount Cabinet - 33" overall deep

Installed whole system
minimum rack depth (cm / in)

7.62 / 3

Installed whole system total
rack space height (rack
spaces)

12U

Unit weight (lbs / kg) 100 / 45.36

Unit Dimensions (cm / in) EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS: 63.5 x 60 x 85.09 / 25 x 23.63 x 33.5

Color Black

Weight Capacity - Stationary
(lbs / kg)

250 / 113.4

Cable Access Hole
Measurement (inches)

9.812 x 2.35 (l x w)

SPECIAL FEATURES

Grounding lug Front and Back door frames

CERTIFICATIONS

NOM (Mexico) Tested to NOM (Mexico)

Approvals EIA-310-D, IEC 60297-3-100, DIN 41494, IP250 Protection Rating, RoHS

Specifications
PHYSICAL

Installed whole system
maximum rack depth (cm / in)

82.55 / 32.5
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